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Van der Waals (vdW) heterostructures formed by 2D atomic crystals provide a powerful
approach towards designer condensed matter systems1-15. Incommensurate heterobilayers
with small twisting and/or lattice mismatch lead to the interesting concept of Moiré
superlattice2-7, where the atomic registry is locally indistinguishable from commensurate
bilayers but has local-to-local variation over long range. Here we show that such Moiré
superlattice can lead to periodic modulation of local topological order in vdW
heterobilayers formed by two massive Dirac materials. By tuning the vdW heterojunction
from normal to the inverted type-II regime via an interlayer bias, the commensurate
heterobilayer can become a topological insulator (TI), depending on the interlayer
hybridization controlled by the atomic registry between the vdW layers. This results in
mosaic pattern of TI regions and normal insulator (NI) regions in Moiré superlattices,
where topologically protected helical modes exist at the TI/NI phase boundaries. By using
symmetry based k.p and tight-binding models, we predict that this topological phenomenon
can be present in inverted transition metal dichalcogenides heterobilayers. Our work
points to a new means of realizing programmable and electrically switchable topological
superstructures from 2D arrays of TI nano-dots to 1D arrays of TI nano-stripes.
2D topological insulators (TI), or quantum spin Hall (QSH) insulators16-18, feature topologically
protected helical edge states with exotic conducting behaviors in the bulk insulating gap.
Experimental evidences of such edge states have been extensively explored in the QSH phases of
HgTe/CdTe and InAs/GaSb QWs arising from topological band inversion at the
heterojunctions19-26. Implementation of the helical conducting channels may have profound
consequences in quantum electronics and spintronics, but such channels exist only at the crystal
edge or interface with other normal insulator (NI) materials. The typical planar layout of
integrated circuits implies the need to engineer programmable lateral superstructures comprised
of distributed TI edges or TI/NI interfaces. Meanwhile, the on/off switching of the QSH phases
and the helical channels is also highly desirable27. Such systems may open new opportunities for
manipulating topological phenomena and enable new functionalities for integrated electronics
and spintronics.
Compared to existing crystalline QSH systems18-28, vdW heterobilayers formed by
stacking 2D atomic crystals offer several unique possibilities. Some 2D crystals such as
monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides (TMD) endow electrons the Dirac physics29,30. Using
these 2D crystals as building blocks points to interesting scenario to investigate band inversion of
Dirac fermions31,32, for example, an inverted type-II heterojunction as first explored in
InAs/GaSb QWs22,23, but now between massive Dirac cones (i.e. upper cone from one layer
energetically overlaps and hybridizes with lower cone from the other layer, c.f. Fig. 1). The
tunable heterojunction band alignment by an interlayer bias9-15 can then realize the desired on/off
switch of the possible topological band inversion. The most interesting possibility comes from
engineering superlattices in incommensurate bilayers of long period Moiré pattern2-7. Within a
length scale much larger than the lattice constant but small compared to the Moiré period, the
atomic registry between the vdW layers has negligible difference from commensurate bilayers,
while the Moiré pattern is the long-range variation in the local registry. With such an atomic
registry determining the form of interlayer hybridization, the Moiré pattern can realize a
superlattice modulation on the local electronic structures and possibly topological structures.
Here we show that engineering Moiré superlattices in heterobilayers of massive Dirac
materials can lead to the concept of programmable topological mosaic (i.e. lateral superstructure
modulation of local topological phases). The findings are put forward in several steps. First we
show that, upon the interlayer hybridization of massive Dirac cones in the inverted type-II
regime, a commensurately stacked bilayer can become a TI, depending on the form of interlayer
hopping that is controlled by the atomic registry between the layers. This general finding is
embodied by the example of inverted TMD heterobilayers, where symmetry dictates multiple TI
phases separated by NI phase when the interlayer atomic registry is varied. We then consider
incommensurate TMD heterobilayers, in which the formation of long-period Moiré pattern
determines the variation in the local atomic registry and thus corresponds to a pattern of spatial
separation of the TI and NI phases. Strain can tune such topological mosaic from 2D arrays of TI
nano-dots to 1D arrays of TI nano-stripes. Lastly we use tight-binding model to numerically
demonstrate the topological mosaic and the topologically protected helical modes at the TI/NI
phase boundaries in 1D Moiré superlattices formed by a strained TMD monolayer on an
unstrained one.
We start by considering commensurate bilayers of typical Dirac materials with the 2D
hexagonal lattice, where the Dirac cones sit at the K and -K corners of the hexagonal Brillouin
zone, denoted by the valley index ߬ = ±1 . The Dirac cones from the two layers and their
coupling can be described by the minimal k.p model:
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Hereܯ௨ (ܯ௟) corresponds to the mass and ݒ௨ (ݒ௟) is Fermi velocity in the upper (lower) layer.
߳ = ± denotes two types of valley-alignment of the Dirac cones in the bilayer, determined by the
orientation of stacking. In the example of TMD heterobilayers, ߳ = − corresponds to the H-type
stacking (Fig. 2a), while ߳ = +  is for the R-type stacking (Fig. 2b). ݐ௜௝  (݅, ݆ = c, v )  are  the
interlayer hopping matrix elements between the ݍ = 0 (K point) Bloch state in band i of layer u
and the one in band j of layer l. Δ = Δ௚ − ܷ, where ܷ is the interlayer bias proportional to the
perpendicular electric field, and Δ௚  is the bilayer band gap in absence of field (c.f.
Supplementary Table S5).
Fig. 1a schematically illustrates the type-II heterojunction between the Dirac cones from
the  two  layers.  For Δ < 0,  the  bilayer  is  in  the inverted type-II  regime,  i.e.  the  lower  cone  in
layer u and upper cone in layer l energetically overlap. The cones from the two layers can then
hybridize through the four possible interlayer hopping channels as given in Eq. (1). We focus on
the neighborhood of the critical point Δ = 0. In such case, ܯ௨ ,ܯ௟ ≫ Δ and the 4x4 Hamiltonian
in Eq. (1) can be projected to a 2x2 one,
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, ݍ ≡ |ࢗ| , ݍ± ≡ ݍ௫ ± ݅ݍ௬  and ߪො± ≡ ߪො௫ ± ݅ߪො௬ . The Pauli
matrices ࣌ෝ are spanned by the ݍ = 0 conduction state in layer l and valence state in layer u. For
the interlayer hopping effect, we only retain up to the leading order term by each hopping
channel.
As Δ is varied from positive to negative by the interlayer bias, the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2)
can have a gap-closing topological phase transition depending on the dominance of the interlayer
hopping terms. The ݐ୴ୡ  term  has  a q-independent coupling form so its dominance in the
interlayer hybridization leads to the avoided band crossing (gap never closes) where the Hall
conductance in the gap remains zero (Fig. 1b). For the R-type stacking (߳ = +), the ݐୡୡ and ݐ୴୴
terms in Eq. (2) both have a q-linear coupling with chirality index of 1, so their dominance leads
to a topological band inversion where the Hall conductance changes by a quantized value −݁ଶ/ℎ
at the gap closing point (Fig. 1c). The ݐୡ୴ term has a q-quadratic coupling with chirality index of
2, so its dominance leads to topological band inversion where the Hall conductance changes by
−2݁ଶ/ℎ. For the H-type stacking (߳ = −), both ݐ୴ୡ and ݐୡ୴ terms lead to the trivial avoided
crossing, while ݐୡୡ (ݐ୴୴) term leads to a topological band inversion where the Hall conductance
changes by ݁ଶ/ℎ (−݁ଶ/ℎ).
The relative strength among the different interlayer hopping matrix elements ݐ௜௝  are
determined by the atomic configuration including the orbital composition of the Dirac cones and
the lateral registry between the vdW layers. Varying the latter by an interlayer translation
therefore becomes a control knob to tune between the different topological phases in the inverted
regime. This is demonstrated below using the realistic example of TMD heterobilayers. The
valence band edge of TMD monolayer has spin up (down) state only at the K (-K) valley because
of the giant spin splitting. So only the spin up (down) massive Dirac cones are relevant at K (-K)
valley. First principle calculations and experiments have shown that certain TMD heterobilayers
can be tuned into the inverted regime by a moderately strong interlayer bias 33,34 (c.f.
Supplementary Table S5).
We first analyze high symmetry stacking configurations of the H-type (i.e. two layers
have opposite orientations). If either the metal (M) or chalcogen (X) sites of layer u are vertically
aligned  with  M or  X sites  of  layer l, the C3 rotational symmetry is retained. For the three high
symmetry H-configurations (Fig. 2a), the rotational symmetry of the Bloch states at ±ܭ dictates
that certain interlayer hopping channels must vanish, as listed in Table 1. It is then clear from Eq.
(2) that inverted TMD heterobilayers of ܪெெ stacking is a topological insulator with a quantized
spin Hall conductance ߪ௦ = −1 (in unit of ݁ଶ/ℎ) in the hybridization gap. TMD heterobilayer of
ܪ௑
ெ stacking is also a topological insulator, but with an opposite spin Hall conductance (ߪ௦ = 1),
while ܪ௑௑ heterobilayer is a normal insulator (ߪ௦ = 0).
All stacking configurations of the same orientation can span a phase space parameterized
by the interlayer translation ࢘଴, defined as the lateral displacement between two metal sites from
the two layers respectively, which takes values within a unit cell. With the configurations ܪெெ,
ܪ௑
ெ and ܪ௑௑ being three separated points in this phase space (Fig. 2a), the conclusion that they
have distinct QSH conductance from the above symmetry analysis means the inverted TMD
bilayer undergoes topological phase transitions as ࢘଴ is varied.
With these symmetry dictated qualitative features of the topological phase diagram, the
remaining details are determined by the dependence of interlayer hopping ݐ௜௝ on the interlayer
translation ࢘଴. In TMD bilayers, the conduction states near ݍ = 0 are predominantly from the M
d-orbital with magnetic quantum number ݉ = 0, while the valence states at valley ߬ are from the
M d-orbital with ݉ = 2߬. The ࢘଴ dependence of ݐ௜௝ can be approximated as8
ݐୡୡ(࢘଴) ≅ ଴ܶ଴൫݁௜ࡷ∙࢘బ + ݁௜஼መయࡷ∙࢘బ + ݁௜஼መయమࡷ∙࢘బ൯, (3)
ݐ୴ୡ(࢘଴) ≅ ଴ܶଶఢ൫݁௜ࡷ∙࢘బ + ݁௜(஼መయࡷ∙࢘బାଶఢగ/ଷ) + ݁௜൫஼መయమࡷ∙࢘బିଶఢగ/ଷ൯൯,
ݐୡ୴(࢘଴) ≅ ଶܶ଴൫݁௜ࡷ∙࢘బ + ݁௜(஼መయࡷ∙࢘బିଶగ/ଷ) + ݁௜൫஼መయమࡷ∙࢘బାଶగ/ଷ൯൯,
ݐ୴୴(࢘଴) ≅ ଶܶଶఢ൫݁௜ࡷ∙࢘బ + ݁௜(஼መయࡷ∙࢘బା(ଵିఢ)గ/ଷ) + ݁௜൫஼መయమࡷ∙࢘బି(ଵିఢ)గ/ଷ൯൯.
where ࡷ, ܥመଷࡷ and ܥመଷଶࡷ are respectively the wavevectors for the three K corners of the first
Brillouin Zone. ௠ܶ௠
ᇲ  denotes the Fourier component at ࡷ  of the interlayer hopping integral
between a ݀௠ᇲ orbital in layer u and a ݀௠ orbital in layer l. Note that we derived Eq. (3) under
the two-center approximation and have dropped Umklapp terms that are generally expected to be
weak (see Supplementary text Ib). As shown later, quantitative details subject to this
approximation are nonessential to the conclusions, as long as ݐ௜௝(࢘଴) observes the C3 symmetry
dictated behavior including those listed in Table 1.
Fig. 2a shows the phase diagram for the inverted H-type TMD bilayers. In the
calculations, ଴ܶ଴ = 6.7meV, ଴ܶିଶ = ଶܶ଴ = 3.3meV, and ଶܶିଶ = 10meV which are estimated from
the first principle band structures of TMD homobilayers35,36 (see  Supplementary  text  Ic).  The
color map plots the hybridization gap ߜ (c.f. Fig. 1b-c), which is taken as negative (positive) if
the Hall conductance is quantized (zero) in the gap. There are two isolated (red) regions of
negative ߜ (i.e. TI phases) centered respectively at the ܪெெ  and ܪ௑ெ  points.  The  rest  (blue)  is
region of positive ߜ  (i.e. NI). Fig. 2c shows the electrically controlled topological phase
transition for the stacking configurations along the dashed horizontal line in Fig. 2a. The TI
phases start to appear at ∆ = 0 at the high symmetry ܪெெ and ܪ௑ெ points, while the size of the TI
phase regions grows with the magnitude of the inverted gap (|∆|). The insets are the hybridized
Dirac cones calculated from Eq. (1) at various values of interlayer translation and ∆, which
clearly illustrate the avoided band crossing in ܪ௑௑  TMD bilayer and the topological band
inversion in ܪெெ TMD bilayer as ∆ changes, as well as the asymmetric band touching upon the
topological phase transition in TMD bilayers of low symmetry stacking.
For the R-type stacking (two layers have same orientations), there is similar topological
phase diagram. For the high symmetry ܴெெ  stacking configuration, ݐୡୡ  and ݐ୴୴  are the only
symmetry allowed interlayer hopping channels in Eq. (1), which dictate the inverted TMD
heterobilayer to be a TI with ߪ௦ = −1. ܴ௑ெ  TMD  bilayer  is  always  a  NI.  Fig.  2b  shows  the
calculated phase diagram based on Eq. (1) and (3), where we find a TI phase (red) region and a
NI phase (blue) region centered respectively at ܴெெ and ܴ௑ெ points. Eq. (1) also predicts that the
ܴெ
௑  TMD bilayer is a TI with ߪ௦ = −2 in the inverted regime. However, compared to other TI
phases, the topological band inversion at ܴெ௑  is through a weak higher order effect (c.f. Eq. (2)).
When other interlayer hopping channels through bands beyond the massive Dirac cones are
considered, ܴெ௑  TMD bilayer in the inverted regime can become a TI with a different ߪ௦ value
(see Supplementary text IIb).
To demonstrate the QSH edge states in the TI phases, we turn to tight-binding (TB)
calculations. Our bilayer TB model is generalized from the nearest-neighbor three-orbital TB
model for the monolayer37, by adding interlayer hopping that observes the rotational symmetry
of the d-orbitals (see Supplementary text IIa). For simplicity, the two-center interlayer integrals
used are short-range ones allowing hopping to three neighboring metal sites in the opposite layer
only. With this simplification, Umklapp terms have pronounced contribution to the band-edge
hopping matrix elements ݐ௜௝ , which results in different ࢘଴ -dependences from Eq. (3) (c.f.
Supplementary Fig. S2). Nevertheless, comparing the phase diagrams from the k.p (Fig. 2a) and
from this TB calculations (Fig. 3i), all important features are in excellent agreement, including
the locations and the areas of the TI phase regions and the values of QSH conductance. This
shows that the topological phase diagram is determined by the symmetry in the TMD bilayer,
rather than quantitative details of the models.
Using the TB model, we can examine electronic structures at the edges or interfaces with
normal insulating regimes. Fig. 3a-h shows the TB calculations for several H-type TMD bilayers
in the inverted regime, demonstrating the evolution of the bands and the emergence of the QSH
edge states in the hybridization gap as the interlayer translation is varied across the TI/NI phase
boundaries.
Now we turn to incommensurate TMD heterobilayers where lattice mismatch and
twisting lead to Moiré pattern. The Moiré supercell period can reach ~ 10 - 100 nm in TMD
heterobilayers of small twisting angles, depending on the choices of the compounds. In such
long-period Moiré, within a length scale smaller than the Moiré period (b) but much larger than
the lattice constant (a), the local atomic registry has negligible difference from commensurate
TMD bilayer of a certain interlayer translation ࢘଴  (c.f. insets in Fig. 4a). Studies of twisted
bilayer graphene and graphene/hBN have shown that7,38,39, in the limit of Moiré period ≫ lattice
constant, the local electronic structure at any location ࡾ  is well described by the bands of
commensurate bilayer with the corresponding interlayer translation ࢘଴(ࡾ), which, in the present
context of TMD bilayer, are topologically nontrivial (trivial) if the local hybridization gap ߜ(࢘଴)
is negative (positive). For example, for the three magnified local regions in Fig. 4a, ܴଵ and ܴଶ
have the electronic structure of the TI phase while ܴଷ  has that of the NI phase. Therefore
topological phase separations are expected in the Moiré superlattice. The color maps in Fig. 4 are
plots of ߜ(࢘଴(ࡾ)), the position dependent hybridization gap from this local approximation, in
various Moiré patterns which form superlattice modulations of the local topological orders.
When the Moiré is formed between two undistorted hexagonal lattices, the phase
separation in a Moiré supercell is isomorphic to the topological phase diagram of commensurate
TMD bilayer parameterized by ࢘଴  (Fig. 2 and 3). Fig. 4a-b shows the topological phase
separation in such Moiré, realizing periodic arrays of TI nano-dots, where helical modes
circulating along the phase boundaries are expected inside the bulk hybridization gap. The
variation of the local atomic registry in the Moiré, as described by the function ࢘଴(ࡾ), can be
tuned by the twisting angle as well as strain. This further allows the tuning of the pattern of
topological phase separations, for example, from 2D arrays of TI nano-dots in Fig. 4b to 1D
arrays of TI nano-stripes in Fig. 4d.
We numerically demonstrate the topological mosaic and the topologically protected
helical modes at the TI/NI phase boundaries using TB calculations. Here we consider H-type
stacking of two TMD layers with identical lattice period in y (zigzag) direction and a lattice
mismatch ߟ in x (armchair) direction. In such 1D Moiré superlattices, the local approximation
predicts  arrays  of  TI  nano-stripes  (c.f.  Fig.  4d).  The  two-center  integrals  used  in  the  TB
calculations here are the same as those used for Fig. 3, but generate locally different interlayer
hopping due to the local-to-local variation of atomic registry. Compared to the calculations in
Fig. 3, we have used larger interlayer hopping integrals ଴ܶ଴ = 20meV, ଴ܶିଶ = ଶܶ଴ = 10meV, and
ଶܶ
ିଶ = 30meV (achievable at a smaller interlayer distance, c.f. Supplementary text I), to allow a
larger hybridization gap to examine the behaviors of the in-gap modes. The strain effect on
intralayer hopping due to change in the atomic positions is also incorporated (see Supplementary
text III).
Fig. 5 shows the calculated energy spectra as functions of wavevector k in  the
translational invariant y-direction, for Moiré superlattices with various lattice mismatch ߟ in x
direction. For small ߟ value, gapless helical modes are indeed found in the gap of bulk spectra
(c.f. Fig. 5a-b). For the helical modes at an in-gap energy ܧி, their distribution in the x direction
are plotted, together with the spatial color map of local hybridization gap ߜ(࢘଴(ࡾ)). These
modes, labeled by their wavevectors in y-direction (݇ଵ, ݇ଶ, ݇ଷ, ݇ସ), are all localized at the x-
locations corresponding to the zeros of ߜ(࢘଴(ࡾ)). The gapless modes at valley -K are all spin
down states, and their time-reversal counterparts are at valley K. Their chirality is consistent with
the quantum spin Hall conductance associated with ߜ(࢘଴(ࡾ)) (c.f.  Fig.  2c  and  Table  1).  This
confirms the topological phase separations in these long period Moiré, where locations of the
TI/NI boundaries and the helical modes are well predicted by ߜ(࢘଴(ࡾ))  from the local
approximation.
Fig. 5c shows the evolution of the spectra with the increase of ߟ. The change in the band
alignment arises from the strain effect on the intralayer hopping. When the Moiré period (and
hence the width of the TI nano-stripes) are not large enough, the helical modes on different sides
of a nano-stripe can couple, which leads to a finite gap at their crossing in the energy-momentum
space, as shown in Fig. 5c. Through such finite size effect, the helical modes at the TI/NI phase
boundaries in long-period Moiré will eventually evolve into minibands in short-period Moiré.
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Tables
ݐ௖௖ ݐ௩௩ ݐ௖௩ ݐ௩௖ ߪ௦
ܴெ
ெ 3 ଴ܶ଴ 3 ଶܶଶ 0 0 −1
ܴ௑
ெ 0 0 0 3 ଴ܶଶ 0
ܴெ
௑ 0 0 3 ଶܶ଴ 0 *
ܪ௑
ெ 0 3 ଶܶିଶ 0 0 1
ܪெ
ெ 3 ଴ܶ଴ 0 0 0 −1
ܪ௑
௑ 0 0 3 ଶܶ଴ 3 ଴ܶିଶ 0
Table 1. Interlayer hopping channels and QSH conductance in the inverted band
of commensurate TMD bilayers with 3-fold rotational symmetry. ܴఔ
ఓ (ܪఔ
ఓ) denotes
a R-type (H-type) stacking with ߤ-sites of layer u vertically aligned with ߥ-sites of layer
l, where ߤ,ߥ =ܯ or ܺ. See Figure 2. ݐ௜௝ (݅, ݆ = c, v) are the interlayer hopping matrix
elements between the Bloch state at K point in band i of layer u and the one in band j of
layer l. ߪ௦ is the spin Hall conductance, in unit of ݁ଶ/ℎ, in the hybridization gap of the
inverted heterobilayer. *We note that the massive Dirac model in Eq. (1) leads to ߪ௦ =
−2 through a high order effect, but the value of ߪ௦ can be corrected in the presence of
other bands (see supplementary information).
Figures:
Figure 1 Electrically controlled band inversion in heterobilayer of massive Dirac
materials. a, In type-II band alignment, the heterobilayer band gap ∆, formed between the
upper Dirac cone (blue) in layer l and the lower cone (red) in layer u,  is  tunable  by  a
perpendicular electric field. b and c, When the band alignment is tuned from normal (∆ > 0)
to inverted regime (∆ < 0), depending on the relative strength among the interlayer hopping
channels (curved arrows in a), the Dirac cones from the two layers hybridize either through
avoided band crossing OR topological band inversion. In the latter case, the electric field can
switch on the topological insulating phase where helical edge modes (c.f. inset) then appear
in the hybridization gap ߜ.
Figure 2 Topological phase diagrams for commensurate TMD bilayers. a,
Hybridization gap ߜ as a function of interlayer translation ࢘଴ in H-type bilayer (c.f. insets)
of inverted type-II alignment (∆ = −40  meV). The bilayer is a topological (normal)
insulator in the red (blue) region of the ࢘଴ space. Calculation is based on the k.p model
(Eq.  1  &  3  in  text). b, R-type stacking, also at ∆ = −40  meV. c, Phase diagram
parameterized by both ∆ and ࢘଴  for the H-type stacking, where ࢘଴  is restricted on the
dashed line in a. Yellow and green regions are two topological insulating phases, with
distinct quantum spin Hall conductance ߪ௦  in the hybridization gap. At a few
representative phase space points, the hybridized Dirac cones at valley -K are shown in
the insets.
Figure 3 Bulk-edge correspondence in the topological phase diagram. a-h, Bulk bands
and corresponding edge states dispersions in inverted H-type TMD bilayers with various
interlayer translation (black dots in i). Gray and green colors denote respectively the spin up
and down bands. i, Bulk hybridization gap ߜ from the tight-binding calculation. The sign of ߜ
is determined by whether there exist gapless edge states. The inset illustrates the setup of the
tight-binding calculation. The inverted region with Δ = −40 meV is sandwiched between
normal regions with a large gap Δ = 360 meV. The spectra in a-h are within the gap of the
normal region. The gapless helical modes in the hybridization gap in c and g are localized at
the inverted/normal interfaces.
Figure 4 Topological mosaic in long-period Moiré pattern. a, At three locations
(yellow circles) in a Moiré super cell, in a length scale≫ ܽ (lattice constant) and ≪ ܾ
(Moiré period), local atomic registries are shown which have negligible difference from
commensurate TMD bilayers with a corresponding interlayer translation ࢘଴ . Different
locals are thus in either topological (red) or normal (blue) insulating phase, depending on
the local ࢘଴ value. Gray and green colors denote respectively the spin up and down helical
modes expected at the TI/NI phase boundaries. b-d, Evolution of the topological phase
separation patterns, when the lattice mismatch in an armchair (zigzag) direction is
increased (reduced) by an uniaxial tensile strain on one layer (c.f. inset). e, The
electrically switchable dense array of protected helical channels can be exploited for field
effect transistor.
Figure 5 Topologically protected helical modes at the boundaries of TI nano-
stripes in 1D Moiré superlattices.  The  two  layers  have  identical  lattice  period  in y
(zigzag) direction, while in x (armchair) direction they have a lattice mismatch ߟ, as
defined in the inset. a, Left panel plots energy spectra as a function of momentum in y-
direction, for spin down states at valley -K. Right panel shows density distribution at
layer u (solid curves) and layer l (dashed curves) of two in-gap states at energy EF with
momenta k1 (blue) and k2 (red) respectively, while the color map atop plots ߜ(࢘଴(ࡾ))
from the local approximation (see text). b, Same plot at a larger ߟ. EF (horizontal line)
crosses the in-gap dispersions from right to left at k1, k2, k3 and k4. c, With the increase
of ߟ, the in-gap modes become gapped at their crossing point in the energy-momentum
space, due to the finite size of the TI stripes.
